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Abstract. Connected and intelligent vehicles create new risks to cybersecurity 

and road safety. Threat modeling is a building block in automotive security 

engineering that identifies potential threats for corresponding mitigations. In 

this paper, we address how to conduct threat modeling for automotive security 

analysis during the development lifecycle. We propose a practical and efficient 

approach to threat modeling, extending existing tool support and demonstrating 

its applicability and feasibility.  
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1   Introduction 

Cars are becoming more and more intelligent and connected. On the flip side, this 

technological transformation also makes modern vehicles vulnerable to cyberattacks 

[1, 2]. Cars used to be closed systems. The automotive systems were not designed 

with security in mind. Recent security breaches in the automotive domain raise the 

issue in the industry and the public, making it clear that security is a critical concern 

with an impact on public and road safety, especially when new technologies such as 

autonomous driving and intelligent transport systems (ITS) are becoming reality.    

Rigorous security engineering to the development of automotive systems is 

required to address safety and security of modern vehicles. Security analysis is one of 

the important building blocks in this process. Threat modeling is a technique for 

security analysis. As a concept, threat modeling has been extensively covered in many 

previous works. However, as we observed, there are many misconceptions and 

confusions on how to apply threat modeling in an efficient and correct way, especially 

in the emerging field of automotive security. In this paper, we provide a practical 

guide on conducing threat modeling for automotive system security analysis. 

Moreover, we propose optimizations to make it more efficient, repeatable and 

accurate. We also show that our proposal is readily supported by existing tools for 

practical need in the automotive industry. 

In the following, Sec. 2 gives an overview of secure development in the automotive 

domain. Sec. 3 describes our approach to threat modeling, followed by a proof-of-

concept in Sec. 4. Sec. 5 concludes the paper.  
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2   Secure Development of Automotive Systems  

The automotive industry traditionally has a very high quality and safety standard. As a 

basis, the automotive industry developed and accepted ISO 26262 [3] as the standard 

for generic road vehicle functional safety for electrical and electronic (E/E) systems 

that cover both hardware and software. The development starts with the concept 

phase in which an item is defined followed by activities such as hazard analysis and 

risk assessment (HARA) and the definition of functional safety concept. An item is a 

system or an array of systems to implement a function at the vehicle level to which 

ISO 26262 is applied. In the next phase product development, the functional safety 

concept is refined to produce technical safety requirements and hardware and software 

system are designed, integrated, and tested. Compliance and correctness of the safety 

goals and their implementation are validated. Safety cases are produced as evidence 

for compliance and certification. As security becomes an issue for safety in modern 

vehicles, there are on-going discussions on how to seamlessly integrate security 

activities into existing safety-oriented automotive development lifecycle [4]. The SAE 

J3061 standard [5] is the most prominent in the industry to define secure development 

process for cyber-physical vehicle systems. It builds on ISO 26262 and intends to 

compliment the safety process with security process with interaction points between 

the two engineering processes. It defines Threat Analysis and Risk Assessment 

(TARA) to identify potential cybersecurity threats, assess and rate the risk associated 

with the threats. Threat modeling is specified in J3061 to identify threats and security 

risks during design. In the literature, Macher et al. [6] proposed to extend HARA with 

threat modeling STRIDE method for security-aware hazard analysis and risk 

assessment (SAHARA) to define the ASILs, i.e. add STRIDE-based security analysis 

as an additional activity to the safety analysis of items defined according to ISO 

26262. Eichler et al. [7] proposed a modular and flexible approach for security risk 

assessment in the automotive development process.  

3   Automotive Threat Modeling 

Threat modeling per se is the activity of defining a theoretical model of perceived 

threats to a system. The better the assumptions, the closer is the theoretical model to 

the practical implementation to capture the significant attack vectors [8]. Therefore, 

threat modeling can be seen as addressing two basic questions: 1) How to model a 

system and its trust assumptions? 2) How to model an adversary that captures its 

motivations, capabilities, and actions and its tactics, techniques, and procedures? 

Fig. 1 shows the conceptual view of applying threat modeling technique to 

automotive security analysis. Solid and dotted arrows indicate information flows. 

Threat modeling as an activity should be performed in all phases (concept, product 

development, and production and operation) of the lifecycle. Although the basic 

technique remains the same, threat modeling will have different input with respect to 

the details of the system as it evolves along the development lifecycle. Moreover, 

threat modeling will have different objectives in each phase. In the concept phase, 

threat modeling is based on system concept and high-level system design with less 

technical details. The outcomes are high-level security requirements and the security 
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concept. In the product development phase, the input to the threat modeling will be 

system design specifications as well as implementation details. The objective of threat 

modeling is to define technical security requirements for functional and security 

design, discover design vulnerability and flaws, and specify comprehensive security 

requirements that can be verified and validated in unit and integration testing along 

the V model. It is very likely that threat modeling will be an iterative process due to 

the continuous development and modification of system design and implementation 

details. In the production and operation phase, threat modeling serves as a preparation 

for conducting actual penetration testing on finished automotive components and 

systems. It identifies high-risk inputs and keeps a checklist of things to audit which 

helps to prioritize entry points that could yield the most return during a pentest. Since 

threat modeling includes the definition of not only threats but also mitigations, 

outcomes from threat modeling might have significant impact and modification to the 

design and implementation of the automotive systems in the development lifecycle.      

    

 

Fig. 1. Overview of systematic threat modeling in automotive secure development lifecycle 

The knowledge base is a central store of information on threats and the 

corresponding mitigations, which is used in threat modeling in different phases 

concerning various system models. The knowledge base should be continuously 

enriched by the output from threat modeling activities with additional threats and 

mitigations, enabling the reuse of threat modeling artefacts throughout different 

projects. Further, related vulnerabilities and threats from external sources such as 

vulnerability databases, hacker communities, and security researchers should be 

timely incorporated into the threat and mitigation catalogue. The dotted arrows 

indicate that ingress information to the knowledge base which requires processing to 

match the format and semantics of the threat and mitigation catalogue. Although 

human expertise will always play a main role in this process, the establishment and 

maintenance of a knowledge base in which threats and mitigations are collected, 

categorized, and updated that are applicable to the context of different system 
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diagrams will be a viable way to increase efficiency and reduce cost and human 

errors. In such a way, complex system can be analyzed semi-automatically by 

leveraging previous results; repeated work can be kept at minimal. This also allows 

reusing analysis efforts for future projects and even across domains. Knowledge 

databases for web security can be used as an example for considering threats to the 

backend and web-communication parts of an automotive update system.  As we will 

show in the next section, current tool is able to support such a vision.   

The main focus of threat modeling is software. Generally, it models a system in 

Data-flow Diagram (DFD). There are five types of elements in a DFD diagram: 

process, data store, data low, external interactor, and trust boundary. A process can be 

any software component that takes input and performs actions and/or generates 

output. Processes can have different levels of granularity. A high-level process can be 

decomposed into low-level processes in a hierarchical way, e.g. a Level 0 process 

“Head Unit” can be decomposed into Level 1 processes of “Communication 

Gateway”, “Linux OS”, “Applications”, and “HMI” etc. Depending on the available 

system details and threat identification needs, a process can be further decomposed 

into lower-level components such as specific Linux kernel modules. Example data 

stores can be firmware, filesystem, or memory. A data flow represents the flow of 

data between elements, e.g. a data flow can be a protocol specific communication link 

such as CAN Bus, FlexRay, or HTTPs. An external interactor is either a human user 

or a user agent that interacts with a process from the outside. Trust boundaries divide 

the elements in the diagram into different trust zones, e.g. elements reside in the in-car 

systems and external hosts communicated from untrusted open networks. 

Based on the DFD, one can identify threats stemmed from data flows by using a 

threat identification methodology such as STRIDE and assess the severity of the 

threats. The Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of 

Service, and Elevation of privilege (STRDE) methodology is one of the most popular 

ones partially due its easy-for-developer origin and extensive documentation of 

applications [9]. However, depending on the granularity of the system information 

available and the timing of the threat modeling in the development lifecycle, 

alternative methodologies can also be used for optimal cost-benefit results.  

 Mitigations are technical or organizational countermeasures to the threats. The 

linking of mitigations to the threats ensures that all identified threats will be 

considered and addressed. Moreover, it also puts mitigations into perspective with the 

overall security architecture as well as other requirements such as usability, safety, 

and budget constraints for making sound design decisions. Validating theoretical 

models against actual systems will ensure the correctness of the results from the threat 

modeling. Validating all identified threats are addressed provides additional layer of 

quality control on the security process.  

4   Implementation 

In the past years, Microsoft has developed a tool called Threat Modeling Tool (TMT) 

[10]. The latest release in 2016 also provides possibilities to create new threat 

templates, which enables us to extend TMT so that it is suitable for threat modeling 

for automotive systems. When creating a new template, the most important parts are 
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stencils for drawing DFD diagram and threat types that define threat and mitigation 

catalogues. We create stencils for automotive components such as Electronic Control 

Unit (ECU), in which we add additional details to describe the component. Once 

defined, these additional details provide rich information about an automotive 

component during threat modeling. The threat catalogue can be defined by threat 

properties in the TMT template. Each threat type includes title, threat description. 

More importantly, it has fields of include and exclude, which can be used for writing 

simple logical expressions such as source is [stencil name] so that threats 

can be automatically generated on an element of a DFD diagram when the condition 

is satisfied. Threat properties are grouped by threat types. For example, in the default 

TMT template, the threat types are defined as spoofing, tampering, repudiation, 

information disclosure, denial of service, and elevation of privilege. Similar to 

stencils, threat properties can be flexibly extended for addition fields. Accordingly, 

specific mitigations can be defined in the corresponding threat properties.  

Fig. 2 shows the proof-of-concept implementation of our threat modeling for 

automotive security analysis. It is based on the TARA of an automotive cockpit unit 

for remote access functionalities including maintenance and over-the-air (OTA) 

software update [11]. In the center of the figure is the Operator controller which is an 

ARM-based System-on-Chip (SoC) microcontroller running on embedded Linux. The 

Human-machine Interface (HMI) enables an operator in the cockpit to issue command 

and monitor the status of the vehicle. It communicates wirelessly with update severs 

at the back-end. Operators and engineers can access the controller remotely through a 

VNC client. The controller has a firmware data store within the physical boundary of 

the vehicle and it also connects to ECUs through the CAN bus interface. The right 

panel right shows customized stencils with system-specific details.      

 

 

Fig.2. Example of top level DFD diagram of automotive unit 
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Fig. 3 shows the automatically generated threats based on the DFD diagram in Fig. 

2. Due to space constraints, mitigations are not shown. Using a generic CIA method, 

we enumerate and identify the attacks on confidentiality, integrity, and available.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Automatically generated threats 

5   Conclusion 

Security is one of the biggest challenges to connected and intelligent vehicle. Threat 

modeling is an effective technique to identify threats and mitigations during security 

analysis of automotive systems. We demonstrated that threat modeling, using existing 

tools, can be a useful and efficient analysis method for automotive security in 

different phases in the automotive development lifecycle.  
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